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Alas We Were

Of those moments
When turning dirt over in our thoughts
Reworded our blind paths
We trailed arms over shoulders like belt-hung

words
Dragging ourselves without relief or certainty
Pointed, spear-shaped tragedies
We nestled them in around us
One last time and
Forgave ourselves
For knowing that the next day would bring

stiff necks
And an abysmal haze of lust
We wrestled with sympathetic eyes and

panted
Waking to find ourselves
With orange rinds between our toes

Save the Last Dance for Me

like a fly on the wall, she looks bigger today
swollen with derision and saddened
growing and shrinking
pulsing with oddity
she rubs her hands with curiosity
looming at me
like a deja vu
backwards
behind big thimble eyes
vision splits and scatters
and I am secreted
in every direction but down
because she is there
there she is
awaiting my next move
sprawling clues of me
swarming me with the knowledge
that she is coming
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